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MRD 140- I/F Spectra  

Data Product Overview   
 

The data product will be a file containing reflectance spectra of Bennu’s surface.  It will be a 

double-precision floating point array with the same length as the resampled calibrated OVIRS 

radiance spectrum, 1393 x 3.  OVIRS spectra from all observational phases will be pipeline 

processed to produce reflectance spectra of the surface of Bennu; I/F(x) = I_OVIRS(x) / 

F_solar(x).  Here I_OVIRS(x) is the resampled calibrated OVIRS radiance with thermal excess 

removed at wavelength x and F_solar(x) is the standard solar radiance spectrum used by 

OSIRIS-REx (Reference 1), and corrected for the proper asteroid range from Sun (the model 

assumes 1 AU).  Producing these data will require that the appropriately calibrated and 

resampled OVIRS radiance data are available, as well as the asteroid range to Sun 

information.  Although thermal corrections are negligible shortward of 2 microns, this step of the 

pipeline occurs after any thermal contribution removed using model emission spectra determined 

from OTES measurements (Thermal excess-removed reflectance spectra (MRD-140)).  If run outside the 

pipeline, any radiance spectrum can be used. 

Data Product Structure and Organization    
 

The I/F spectra will have the same format as the resampled radiance and thermal excess removed 

spectra, that is, double precision floating point arrays of 1393 x 3 elements (wavelength, I/F, 

corresponding uncertainty). 

Data Format Descriptions 
 

At present, the OVIRS I/F spectra will be archived in the PDS and the SPOC database as double 

precision floating point format according to the algorithm description page and SAWG SIS. The 

spacecraft clock time will be used to associate the I/F spectra with the predecessor data 

(calibrated radiance) and other ancillary information in the database (e.g., geometry and range). 

Data Product Generation  
Processing of resampled and thermal excess corrected OVIRS radiance spectra will produce I/F 

spectral data using IDL scripts. This software will be installed on the SPOC system for use on all 

spectral data processing.   

 

Required inputs and formats are: 

o OVIRS thermal excess corrected data (Watts/cm^2/sr/micron) with resampled 

wavelength assignment 

▪ Two-dimensional double precision floating-point array (1393x3) 

o Ancillary geometry information 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/q6c4x04/Thermal_Excess_Removal.html


▪ Populated range to Sun keyword, SUN_RNG 

o Input solar flux model 

▪ The OSIRIS-REx project approved solar spectrum, see below 

OVIRS DIS Simon has been assigned to this product. 

Data Product Validation 
 

If a wavelength calibration or performance shift is noted in flight, the algorithm would need to be 

run again with the corrected OVIRS spectra.  In addition, any changes in desired uniform axis or 

solar flux flux model, based on science team needs, would require changing the input to the 

algorithm and running on the needed spectra, or the entire database.  Lastly, updated geometric 

information could also result in needing to re-apply this algorithm 

Data Flow 
 

I/F generation occurs as the third step in the SAWG pipeline, after spectral resampling and 

thermal tail corrections have been applied. 

Observation Requirements 
 

An I/F spectrum will be generated from all OVIRS resampled calibrated radiance spectra of the 

target (Bennu).  For the resulting data to meet the expected areal coverage and spatial resolution 

requirements, the spacecraft must be within the stated delivery uncertainty of the range, latitude, 

and longitude. 

 


